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SUMMARY
An investigation was conducted in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning
tunnel on a 1/30-scale model of the Grurmman WF-2 airplane. The effects
of control settings and movements upon the erect-spin and recovery char-
acteristics for the flight gross-weight loading with normal center-of-
gravity and rearward center-of-gravlty positions were determined. For
the inverted-spin tests, the flight gross-weight loading with normal
center-of-gravityposition was used. Brief tests were also made with
the radome removed to determine the effect of the radome on the spin and
recovery characteristics of the airplane.
The results of the tests of the model indicate that erect spins of
the airplane in the flight gross-weight loading with the normal
(26.3-percent mean aerodynamic chord) center-of-gravity position and
with the most rearward (30-percent mean aerodynamic chord) center-of-
gravity position possible will be satisfactorily terminated by full
rudder reversal to against the spin accompanied by movement of the
elevator to at least two-thirds down. With the radome removed, the spin
will be steeper and considerably more oscillatory than with the radome
on. Recoveries by the preceding technique will be satisfactory.
Inverted spins of the airplane will be satisfactorily terminated by full
rudder reversal followed by neutralization of the longitudinal and
lateral controls.
*Title, Unclassified.
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INTRODUC TION
In accordance with the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Department of the Navy, an investigation was made in the Langley 20-foot
free-spinning tunnel to determine the spin and recovery characteristics
of a 1/30-scale model of the Grumman WF-2 airplane. The WF-2 airplane
is a high-wing, twin-engine aircraft of conventional configuration with
twin vertical tails and a large radome installed above the fuselage.
The erect-spin and recovery characteristics of the model were deter-
mined for the flight gross-weight loading with normal center-of-gravlty
position and for the flight gross-weight loading with the most rearward
center-of-gravity position. For the normal center-of-gravity position,
tests were made with the large radome removed to determine the effects of
the radome on the spin and recovery characteristics. The inverted-spin
and recovery characteristics of the model with the radome installed were
determined for the flight gross-welght loading with normal center-of-
gravity position.
An appendix is included which presents a general description of the
model testing technique, the precision with which model test results and
mass characteristics are determined, variations of model mass charac-
teristics occurring during tests, and a general comparison between model
and airplane results.
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SYMBOLS
b
S
C
m
wing span,'ft
wing area, sq ft
wing or elevator chord at any station along the span, ft
mean aerodynamic chord, ft
ratio of distance of center of gravity rearward of
leading edge of mean aerodynamic chord to mean aerody-
namic chord
ratio of distance between center of gravity and fuselage
reference line to mean aerodynamic chord (positive when
center of gravity is below llne)
mass of airplane, slugs
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IX, Iy, IZ
IX - Iy
mb 2
Iy - Iz
mb 2
IZ - IX
mb 2
P
c_
¢
V
3
moments of inertia about X, Y, and Z body axes, respec-
tively, slug-ft 2
inertia yawing-moment parameter
inertia rolling-moment parameter
inertia pitching-moment parameter
air density, slugs/cu ft
relative density of airplane, m/pSb
angle between fuselage reference llne and vertical
(approximately equal to absolute value of angle of
attack at plane of symmetry), deg
angle between span axis and horizontal, deg
full-scale true rate of descent, ft/sec
full-scale angular velocity about spin axis, rps
MODEL
The 1/30-scale model of the GrummanWF-2 airplane was furnished by
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy, and was prepared for
testing by the Langley Research Center of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. A three-view drawing of the model tested is shown
in figure i. A photograph showing the model in the normal flying con-
figuration is shown in figure 2. The dimensional characteristics of the
airplane are presented in table I.
The model was ballasted to obtain dynamic similarity to the airplane
at an altitude of 30,000 feet (p = 0.000889 slug/cu ft). This high altl-
tude was necessary for correct ballasting because of the relatively heavy
construction of the model. Mass characteristics and mass parameters for
loadings possible on the airplane and for the loading conditions tested
on the model are presented in table II. A remote-control mechanism was
installed in the model to actuate the controls for the recovery attempts.
Sufficient torque was exerted on the controls for the recovery attempts
to reverse them fully and rapidly.
The normal, maximumcontrol deflections used on the models during
the tests (measuredperpendicular to the hinge lines) were:
Rudder, deg ........... .......... 25 right, 25 left
Elevator, deg 30 up, 15 down
Ailerons, deg ...................... 20 up, 15 down
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
The results of the spin tests of the model are presented in charts 1
through 4. The model data are presented in terms of full-scale values
for the airplane at an altitude of 30,000 feet. On the basis of spin-
tunnel experience, the current results are believed to be somewhatmore
conservative than corresponding results which would be obtained at a
lower altitude. During the test, the model spun more readily to the left
than to the right; therefore, the model results are presented in terms of
left spins. Propellers were not simulated on the model, but on the basis
of spin-tunnel experience, the results presented are felt to be generally
applicable for the airplane spinning either to the right or to the left
with idling propellers. Because of the gyroscopic effects of twin pro-
pellers turning clockwise (as viewed from pilot's seat) the airplane
right spins may, however, be slightly steeper than corresponding left
spins.
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Erect Spins
The results of erect-spin tests performed to the pilot's left for
the model in the flight gross-weight loading with the normal (26.3-
percent _) center-of-gravity position (loading 2 in table II) are pre-
sented in chart 1. The spins obtained were generally very steep with a
rather fast rate of rotation. The data presented indicate that for all
control settings tested, satisfactory recoveries were obtained by rever-
sal of the rudder to full against the spin. Unsatisfactory recoveries
were obtained from the criterion spin (ailerons one-third with the spin
and elevators full up) when the rudder was reversed to two-thirds (17 °)
against the spin. However, satisfactory recoveries were obtained by
reversing the elevator from full up to two-thlrds (lO °) down simultane-
ously with rudder reversal to two-thirds against the spin and also by
rudder reversal alone to 20 ° against the spin. Lateral controls with
the spin (stick right in a right spin) had a slight adverse effect,
!
5whereas lateral control against the spin was slightly favorable for
recovery. The results obtained are consistent with reference 1 for the
design loading in which the weight is approximately equally distributed
about the X and Y axes. The recommended recovery technique for spins
of the airplane with this loa_Ing is full rudder reversal to against
the spin followed after approximately one-half turn by downward movement
of the elevator. On recovery, when the rudder was reversed to against
the spin, the model went into a very steep or vertical dive after the
spin rotation stopped; and when elevators were also deflected down for
recovery, the model became inverted in the dive or went into an inverted
spin. Therefore, after the spin rotation stops, the controls should
immediately be moved to prevent the airplane from diving too steeply and
going into an inverted dive or an inverted spin. The rudder should be
neutralized, and the stick pulled back enough to prevent the rapid build
up of airspeed from the dive.
Chart 2 presents the spin results when the center of gravity was
moved back to 30-percent _, the most rearward center-of-gravlty position
that can be obtained on the airplane (loading 3 in table II). The
results indicated that the spins obtained were generally a little steeper
than for the normal center-of-gravlty position, and the recoveries
obtained by rudder reversal were similar. Therefore, it is believed that
in the criterion spin (ailerons deflected one-thlrd with the spin and
elevators set full up) any control movement used to obtain satisfactory
recoveries for the spins with normal center-of-gravity position will also
be satisfactory for the spins with rearward center-of-gravity position.
The recommended recovery technique for spins of the airplane for all
loading conditions is, therefore, full rudder reversal to against the
spin followed by approximately one-half turn by downward movement of the
elevator.
In order to evaluate the effect of the large radome on the spin and
recovery characteristics of the model, brief tests were made with the
radome removed. These tests are represented in chart 3. The results of
these tests indicate that with the radome removed the spin of the model
was somewhat steeper and considerably more oscillatory than with the
radome on. Recoveries by rudder reversal were a little faster with the
radome off than on, and satisfactory recoveries were obtained in the
criterion spin (aileron one-thlrd with and elevator full up) by reversing
the rudder from full with to two-thlrds against the spin.
Inverted Spins
The results of inverted-spin tests of the model are presented in
chart 4. The order used for presenting the data for inverted spins is
different from that used for erect spins. For inverted spins, controls
crossed for the established spin (right rudder pedal forward and stick
Fto the pilot,s left for a spin with rotation to the pilot's right) is
presented to the right of the chart, and stick back is presented at the
bottom. When the controls are crossed in the established spin, the
ailerons aid the rolling motion; when the controls are together, the
ailerons oppose the rolling motion. The angle of wing tilt _ in the
chart is given as up or down relative to the ground.
The tests were made for the flight gross-weight loading with the
normal (26.5 percent S) center-of-gravity position. The results indi-
cate that the spins were generally steep with a fast rate of rotation.
The flattest spins were obtained with the ailerons set with the spin
(controls crossed) and elevator full up (stick forward). Satisfactory
recoveries were obtained from the criterion spin by reversing the
rudder to one-thlrd against the spin, but satisfactory recoveries could
not be obtained by rudder neutralization. The recon_nended technique
for recovery from inverted spins for all loading conditions is to
reverse the rudder to full against the spin and to neutralize the lateral
and longitudinal controls.
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Landing Condition
The landing condition was not investigated on the model inasmuch as
current Navy specifications do not require airplanes to be spin-
demonstrated in the landing condition. Recovery characteristics in the
landing condition may be of significant importance, however, because
stall tests of an airplane generally made at altitude in the landing
condition early during the flight-test program may result in an inad-
vertent spin. Analysis indicates that although recoveries from fully
developed spins may be unsatisfactory (based on the study presented in
ref. 2 of the results of tests of many models with landing gear and
flaps extended and retracted), the WF-2 airplane should recover satisfac-
torily from an incipient spin in the landing condition. If a spin is
inadvertently entered in the landing condition, the flaps and landing
gear should be retracted, and recovery attempted inmediately.
Re commended Re covery Technique
On the basis of results obtained with the model, the following
recovery technique is recommended for all loadings and conditions of the
airplane:
For erect spins, the rudder should be reversed to full against the
spin, and approximately one-half turn later the elevator should be moved
to at least two-thirds down. After the airplane has stopped spinning,
the controls should be moved to prevent the airplane from diving too
steeply and going inverted or into an inverted spin.
For recovery from inverted spins, the rudder should be reversed to
full against the spin, and the lateral and longitudinal controls should
be neutralized.
SUMMARYOFRESULTS
On the basis of results of tests of a 1/30-scale model of the
Gru_nanWF-2 airplane, the following conclusions regarding the spin and
recovery characteristics of the airplane at an altitude of 30,000 feet
are made:
i. The spin-recovery characteristics of the airplane will be sat-
isfactory from erect spins for all loadings possible on the airplane by
rapid rudder reversal from full with to full against the spin and
approximately one-half turn later movementof the elevator to at least
two-thirds down.
2. Removalof the radomefor erect spins will lead to steeper and
more oscillatory spins. Satisfactory recoveries will be obtained by use
of the preceding recovery technique.
5. Satisfactory recoveries will be obtained from any inverted spin
by full rudder reversal to against the spin followed by neutralization
of the longitudinal and lateral controls.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Field, Va., February 2, 1959.
8APPENDIX
Model Testing Technique
The operation of the Langley 20-foot free-splnning tunnel is gen-
erally similar to that described in reference 5 for the Langley 15-foot
free-spinnlng tunnel except that the model-launching technique is dif-
ferent. With the controls set in the desired position, a model is
launched by hand with rotation into the vertically rising air stream.
After a number of turns in the established spin, a recovery attempt is
made by moving one or more controls by means of a remote-control mecha-
nism. After recovery, the model dives into a safety net. The tests are
photographed with a motion-picture camera. The spin data obtained from
these tests are then converted to corresponding full-scale values by
methods described in reference 3.
Spin-tunnel tests are usually performed to determine the spin and
recovery characteristics of a model for the normal spinning control con-
figuration (elevator full up, lateral controls neutral, and rudder full
with the spin) and for various other lateral control and elevator combl-
nations including neutral and maximum settings of the surfaces. Recovery
is generally attempted by rapid full reversal of the rudder, by rapid
full reversal of both rudder and elevator, or by rapid full reversal of
the rudder simultaneously with movement of ailerons to full with the
spin. The particular control manipulation required for recovery is
generally dependent on the mass and the dimensional characteristics of
the model (refs. 1 and 4). Tests are also performed to evaluate the
possible adverse effects on recovery of small deviations from the normal
control configuration for spinning. For these tests, the elevator is set
at full-up deflection, and the lateral controls are Set at one-thlrd of
full deflection in the direction conducive to slower recoveries, which
is with the spin (stick right in a right spin) for the WF-2. Recovery
is attempted by rapidly reversing the rudder from full with the spin to
only two-thirds against the spin, by simultaneous rudder reversal to
two-thirds against the spin and movement of the elevator to either
neutral or two-thlrds down, or by simultaneous rudder reversal to two-
thirds against the spin and stick movement to two-thirds with the spin.
This control configuration and manipulation is referred to as the
"criterion spin," with the particular control settings and manipulation
used being dependent on the mass and the dimensional characteristics of
the model.
Turns for recovery are measured from the time the controls are
moved to the time the spin rotation ceases. Recovery characteristics
of a model are generally considered satisfactory if recovery attempted
from the criterion spin in any of the manners previously described is
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accomplished within 2¼ turns. This value has been selected on the basis
of full-scale-airplane spin-recovery data that are available for compari-
son with corresponding model test results.
For spins in which a model has a rate of descent in excess of that
which can readily be obtained in the tunnel, the rate of descent is
recorded as greater than the velocity at the time the model hit the
safety net; for example, >300 fps, full scale. In such tests, the
recoveries are attempted before the model reaches its final steeper
attitude and while it is still descending in the tunnel. Such results
are considered conservative; that is, recoveries are generally not as
fast as when the model is in the final steeper attitude. For recovery
attempts in which a model strikes the safety net while it is still in a
spin, the recovery is recorded as greater than the number of turns from
the time the controls weremoved to the time the model struck the net,
as >3. A >3-turn recovery, however, does not necessarily indicate an
improvement over a >7-turn recovery, A recovery of i0 or more turns is
indicated by _. When a model recovers without control movement
(rudder held with the spin), the results are recorded as "no spin."
Precision
Results determined in free-spinnlng tunnel tests are believed to be
true values given by models within the following limits:
_, deg .................... ......... ±i
_, deg ............................... ±i
V, percent .......................... ±5
g, percent ....... . ..................... ±2
Turns for recovery obtained from motion-picture records ...... ±_
Turns for recovery obtained visually ................
2
The preceding limits may be exceeded for certain spins in which it
is difficult to control the model in the tunnel because of the high rate
of descent or because of the wandering or oscillatory nature of the
spin.
The accuracy of measuring the weight and mass distribution of models
is believed to be within the following limits:
lO
Weight, percent ........................ ±I
Center-of,gravity location, percent _ ............... ±i
Momentsof inertia, percent .................... 5
Controls are set with an accuracy of ±i °.
Variations in Model Mass Characteristics
Because it is impracticable to ballast models exactly and because
of inadvertent damageto models during tests, the measuredweight and
massdistribution of the Grun_nanWF-2model varied from the true scaled-
downvalues within the following limits:
Weight, percent .................. 0 to 1 high
Center-of-gravity location, percent S ..... 1 forward to 1 rearward
Momentsof inertia:
IX, percent ................... 7 high to 9 high
Iy, percent ................... 23 high to 36 high
IZ, percent ................... 2 high to i0 high
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Comparison Between Model and Airplane Results
The comparison between model and full-scale results in reference
indicated that free-spinning-tunnel tests of models, properly interpreted,
can give good indications of the probable spin and recovery characteris-
tics of corresponding airplanes and have proven to be extremely reliable
as a means of determining optimum-control technique for best recovery
from spins.
ll
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TABLEi.- DIMENSIONALC_dTERISTICS OFTHE
GRUMMANWF-2 AIRPLANE
Overall length, ft ..................... 44.90
Wing:
Area (including _7 sq ft in fuselage), sq ft ......... 506.00
Span, ft ......................... 72.399
Root chord, in ........................ ll9.01
48.0oTip chord, in ........................
88.93
_, in ........... ...............
Leading edge _ rearward leading-edge root chord, in ..... 12.90
AspeCt ratio ......................... 10.36
Taper ratio ............ ............. 0.40
Dihedral:
Center line to fold Joint, deg ............... 2.9
Fold Joint to outboard, deg ................ 4.0
Incidence, deg ........................ 1.5
Leading-edge sweepback, deg ................. 4.08
Airfoil section:
Root ................... NACA 63(219)A420 modified
Tip ......................... NACA 652 A419
Horizontal tail:
Area, sq ft ....... .................. 119.912
Span, ft ........................... 24.99
Root chord, in ........................ 69.99
Tip chord, in .............. 42-91
Airfoil section .......... i NACA'642"A41 _ inverted camber
Elevator area, rearward of hinge line, total_ sq ft ..... 29.88
Vertical tail:
Area (total), sq ft .................. 192.10
Height, ft ..... :............ ......... 9.90
Stub fin:
Area, sq ft ................. 60.300
Airfoil section .............. NACA 662]019"modified
Outboard fin:
Area (including rudder), sq ft. ............ 91.80
68.01Root chord, in .......................
Tip chord, in .................... : 48.91
Rudder area (total)_ sq ft . ................. 40.80
Radome:
Length, ft .........................
Width, ft ..........................
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CHART 1 ,- SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL
_eoovsx"I attsnpted by tull r_dder reversal ,,-loss otho_vtoo noted (rooOvery .
Ittteaiptsd tl"o=, amd dovolopsd-lp:Ln dat& presented /'or, 1.ndder-tttll-with sp:iz_=_]
AirplaneSlatsvP-Z t =z'eot.30,o_Altitudetitude l'tttJl Spin _t=direction
Model values converted to full scale
simulated l_.lsht e=,o=s w_.zht ].oad_ Hor,_l
Alls_'ou F_I! Agttr_t
(Stick Risht)
38 _U
270 o._
• _ ....
z, 1[_
Loadlng_a._(see table zz)
Desired center-of-gravity position
26.3 per cent
Rado_ On
33 } zD
358 ).3?
i
38 ]2V I
302 I0._61
el' £1[ l
U-inner wing up
Ai1[erana
J !
_?.6 I O.l;]l
1[ '
b3 b2 _^1t;, '>'_]
ot_o °.l
1[' 1[_1
do de J
1, 1[]
. !
33 1 ZD ]
o b b_
D--Inner wing down
Ailerons Full With
(Stl_ _t)
33 2D
1, 1
_¢=,0
s Reoovo_r attemted bF rov6rsin_ elevtto_ i_o_ tulX up to 2/3 dotm,
b Reoovel_7 attempted bY _ldder z_verstl to 2/_ tKti_s_ the spin,
Ree(_yol_r attempted b¥1"udde_ rO_Jll to 20 o I$&_alt the SpineReoovoz.7 atto_ted by rovors_ %1[orator _on-_l up to 2/3 down 81n_Itan_
OtUll_ with ruddei- revo_s&1[ to 2/3 eg&lnst the spin,
• Model poeovel-od 111 em L_vel.ted dive,
f Nodel reoovered lnve_ted end entered _ Inverted spin.
38 lu
_o_ o._
t1[t, ,' 'i
a
(deg) (deg)
v
(fp=) (rps)
Turns for
recovery
FO
O'%
I
t
b
',.D
• . Q , ..
CHART 2 .-SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL
E_eooTex7 at_owl?_od b7 f_T1 _Lde_ _ovo_nal _m_088 ot_o_lmo _tod (_oe_o_
&_tomptod l_olsp _ dovolopod-lp 4n datll p_ollon_od topj lnaddo_-l_L_Ll-vlt;h
op_
AirpJane Attitude Spin direction
t¢JP-2 IPeot stmulated
T_itt
Slats Altitude
30.000 tt •
Model values converted to full scale
27 20
365 o410
½.½
½,½ I
b
0
£11e_on8 FUll &sainmt
(stiok n_Lght)
LO_DIO _3_ (=eo ttbZo LT_
Host Aft CoG+
Desired center-of-gravity position
30.0 pol,oont
Radom On
U-Inner wing up
£11e_onl
½._.t
2?
' "q
!
D-inner wing down
}o
350 o, :la_
_ile_ona _ With :
(_tXok Left)
I l, 1
27 20
_35 o._
o_, o_
(deg) (deg)
v _1
(fps) (rps)
Turns for
recovery
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CHART 3 .-SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL
[RIC_OVIr_' Itte,]:Q)tl_ b 7 _1,].1 r'Gddlr roYOrlll 'nnlltS ot_',,ex'tf'fio _Otld (rolo'Tl'l_j'.,
attelupted _l,om_ _ developod-sp_l_l datli p_ellented torw l%ldder-l_L111-w_th spllul_
Airp)onekr_z I Attitude_,,eet
Stats Altitude
30,000 £t,
Model values converted to full scole
LOADING 2 (sos table II)
Fll_t Boss vel_at loadiz_g
noz_nL1 C.G.
Desired cenler-of-grovfty position
Spin direction
s, mulated
Le_'t
26.3 peroent
£11erons l_lLIA6alnst
(Stick RJ_l_t)
._].o Io._61
IO.  1
I
ti'l
Redeem Removed
U-inner wing up
ALlerons
AL1erox_ P_I.I Wlth
($tiok _.'R;)
D-Inner wing down
=
31o
391
a ¥e=7 oeeillato=7 and wh_Lppln& type ipi=. Rq! O_ averale values slven.
steep pbale of the spin has the fastest rate o£ _otatloa.
b Reaove_r otto:prod by :_dder reversal to 2/3 a4_ein_t the sp£n.
o Reoove_ed in an lnvi_ted d£ve.
d Reoovered 4n an /n_e_ted ipl._.
a
I zo I o.I
31o
391
d o
1, ]L
(deg) !deg)
v 0
(fps) (rps)
Turns for
recovery
o
0
CHART L-SPIN AND RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL
_Rooovit_r attitmpted b 7 _11 _zdditl, Pevernal _nloll ot_l_ies noted (rooovel_y .
Itttem]Pted _Onp and dovitloped-lpin data pPitsontod lapp rudder-full-with spins)J
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Airplane
w_-2
Slots
Attitude ISpin direction
simulated I
nlot,, _l_t t_A!tit_u_de.i
30,000 ftt
Loading J__(see table-_)
Fllabt groin wetCbt loadLn8
llOP._l_, CtG 9
Desired cenSer-of-gravity position
26.3 peroent•
Ritdo_ On
Modelvolues converted to full scale
[> 373
• It
½
I¢1
b
_ Ailerons _ A_ainat I2_23_'
--(Stlck RL_t, C_trOls Togethe1-_
No Spin
U-inner wing up
6,, I_ _,,,tu
66I
326 o.26!
2 . " I
I, ,1,o3 'o I
2, 1; , lJ
l°p
5 °1
D-Inner wing down
b
35 30
318 0.28
Elovittor
_,.
Rooov_e_ •tt_.ptitd before model rititohed final steep Ittt£tudo.
uito11/it¢o1"y 8p1_, PsJ_o _ &varit_e Tslues _Iven.
o Rooo_itry attomptitd by _dder r_ersal to 2/3 a_ainitt the Itp_n.
d Reeovea_y attitn_titd b 7 rudder Eove_l_t to neutral
• Ritoovol.y •tt_titd bT_uddel, reversitl to 1/3 a_itin_t the Itp 4,,,
f ]4o_e_ It_lpitd It YlPt_Oitl d_To,
TWo ooa_itlonit poislbLe,
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Figure i.- Three-view drawing of the 1/30-scale model of the Grur_nan
WF-2 airplane. Center-of-gravity position indicated is for the
flight gross Weight with normal center-of-gravity loading.
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FREE-SPINNING CHARACTERISTICS OF A 1/30-SCALE
MODEL OF THE GRUMMAN WF-2 AIRPLANE*
TED NO, NASA AD 3134
By Henry A. Lee
ABSTRACT
The investigation was conducted in the Langley 20-foot free-splnning
tunnel on a dynamic model to determine the spin and recovery character-
istics of the Grumman WF-2 airplane. The results indicate that satisfac-
tory recoveries from erect spins will be obtained by full rudder reversal
to against the spin accompanied by movement of the elevator to at least
two-thlrds down. Inverted spins of the airplane will be satisfactorily
terminated by full rudder reversal to against the spin and by neutraliza-
tion of the longitudinal and lateral controls.
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